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The Vending Kiosk
Nail Art Machine

Every Vending Machine Should Be This Easy

The Vending Kiosk

The most exciting,
profitable vending
machine to come
to the market in
decades!
Listening to the feedback from customers
around the world, Fingernails2Go is delighted
to bring to the market the Fingernails2Go
Vending Kiosk. Our same great nail art printing
technology in our sleek eye-catching kiosk with
a vending solution. Print vibrant, personalised nail
art onto natural nails or press-ons.

Nail art at the touch of a button with Fingernails2Go. The
Vending Kiosk allows users to purchase a kit and use this
kit to print nail art directly onto their nails or to print a set
of high quality acrylic nails.
Unlike anything else on the market, drawing crowds of
fashion conscious young adults who are keen to express
their individuality through their nails. Bringing this totally
new concept to the marketplace takes inspiration, hard
work and passion. In order to create the technology that
delivers the dream, Fingernails2Go have forged
innovative partnerships with market leaders HP,
Newvision and DigitalMedia Vending.
HP’s SPS division developed a bespoke printing system
capable of delivering high definition nail art in 5 seconds.
To ensure the peerless quality synonyms with HP, we
formulate a unique, cosmetically compliant ink to work in
the state of the art printer, ensuring that you as the
owner of a Fingernails2Go Vending Kiosk have the
world’s only fully compliant, HP approved, nail art
Vending Kiosk.

How it works.

Revenue on repeat

High definition
nail art in Seconds!
Users can interact with the Fingernails2Go kiosk, browsing
the built-in library of designs. Once they’ve found something
they like, they can purchase a kit from the vending unit.
Using the kit and following the simple on-screen instructions,
customers can have these images printed either onto strips
of artificial nails, or their own natural nails in seconds.
Users who opt for an Artificial Nail Kit can have up to
10 designs printed onto 2 strips of 10 artificial nail tips,
for a total of 20 nails. These can then be applied at home
using the provided nail glue.

Intuitive User Friendly
Software

Easy to follow on-screen
instructions
Built-in Library of
designs

Smartphone app for
truly personalised nails

IP Protected

Compliant with EU
and FDA regulations

Users who opt for a Natural Nail Kit will prep their nails with
our base coat, and our ink-jet primer before inserting their finger
into the kiosk for printing in a matter of seconds. After printing
the customer applies a layer of Top Coat to protect the image.

Ideal for high
footfall locations

Our Manufacturing Partners

The Opportunity

Peace of mind with
the very best of partners

The World's Only
regulatory compliant
Nail Art Printer Vending Kiosk
The nail products market is now one of the fastest growing areas in the cosmetic industry,
and you can take full advantage of this ever expanding market with a unique product that
will bring customers to your location for an exciting new experience.

High earning
potential

Approved
by HP

Full digital
marketing
support

Hewlett Packard

NewVision

DigitalMedia Vending

One of the world’s leading companies
and one of the world’s largest printing
and information technology providers.

One of the world’s leading queue
management solution providers,
and multinational kiosk manufacturers.

Their Specialty Printing Systems
Division has developed a printer
capable of printing high-definition
images directly onto a small curved
surface.

Their Technology Center of Product
Innovation, Design, and Manufacture
based in Portugal has been
responsible for the development
of the products hardware, software
and firmware.

DigitalMedia Vending design and
manufacture custom vending
machines and automated retail
solutions. They love to innovate
and develop new concepts, having
previously worked with big names
from Heineken to Estee Lauder.
Their US based operations meant
they stood out as the perfect
partner for the Fingernails2Go
Vending project.

The printing quality of the Vending
Kiosk mirrors HP’s exciting and
exceptional standards.

Fully flexible
opportunity

Global
manufacturing
partners

“Fingernails2Go demonstrates new
uses of print and how HP continues
to reinvent Thermal Inkjet
Technology,” said Annette Friskopp,
VP and General Manager of HP SPS
Division. “ We are thrilled that
Fingernails2Go and Newvision
have created an experience that
amaze customers and redefines how
beauty professionals work.

“Customers want to be engaged, they
want to have fun and they want an
experience they will remember. That’s
exactly what Fingernails2Go offers.
The brightly colored, slim-line units
have been designed to grab attention
and be easy to use. This has been one
project that the team has been truly
excited by as we firmly believe
Fingernails2Go is set to become a
renowned brand.

“We are delighted to be a part of Fingernails2Go’s
journey. With a wealth of experience in the industry
over many years, its clear to us the potential of
this truly innovative and high profit margin vending
solution is outstanding. We have been inundated
with enquiries from every state from people
interested in grasping this incredible business
opportunity and becoming a Fingernails2Go
operator. With the incredible one stop proposal
that sees DigitalMediaVending securing the site,
delivery and installation, we see the Fingernails2Go
Vending kiosks having a huge impact on the
vending industry going forward.”

Jim Moran

Antonio Pedroso

Raymond Tuzi

Director of Marketing, HP Inc. SPS Division

CEO, Newvision

Co-Founder, DigitalMediaVending

Want to
learn more?
For more information, enquire through our website or contact us via email at

